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Safety Precautions: 
 

• The appliance is intended to prepare beverages according to these instructions.
• Do not use the appliance for other than its intended use.
• This appliance has been designed for indoor and non-extreme temperature
conditions use only.
• Protect the appliance from direct sunlight effect, prolonged water splash and humidity.
• This appliance is intended to be used in professional kitchens and similar applications
and in professionally serviced and maintained lounges, bars, hotels, and other well serviced and 
maintained environments.
• This appliance may be used by adults of at least 21 years of age that have been
given instructions about using the appliance safely and are fully aware of the dangers 
involved. 
• Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children and minors.
• Children shall not use the appliance or any parts thereof as a toy.
• The manufacturer accepts no responsibility and any guarantee will not apply for any 
inappropriate handling or use of the appliance, any damage resulting from use for other 
purposes, faulty operation, non-professionals’ repair or failure to fully comply with all appli-
ance instructions and related agreements.                                                                                          
         (continued on page 26)
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Included:

Not included:

iPad Ingredient s Wa ter Pitcher

SomaPods
Six (6) large (750ml)

One (1) small (150ml)

Somabar iPad Stand Power Adaptor
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Unboxing your Somabar machine

Remove all contents from the box and place your Somabar system
on a countertop with safe & easy access to an electrical outlet.1
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Unboxing your Somabar machine

Remove the tape from the drain tray, waste water tank, 
and mixing well.2

Plug the power cord into the back of the Somabar
machine and into a standard electrical outlet.3

Somabar will cycle through its lights and is ready to connect when the 
colored LED lights are off and the white dispensing light is steadily on.
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Download the Somabar App

On your iPad, go to your iPad’s “Settings” and connect to the 
internet by signing into your Wi-Fi network.1

On your iPad, go to your iPad’s “App Store” and download the 
Somabar app from the Apple Store.2
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Connect to your Somabar machine

Open the Somabar app, tap “Get Started,” then scan 
the QR code on the back of your Somabar machine
while connected to the internet.

1
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Connect to your Somabar machine

You can also manually input your Somabar machine ID by tapping on
“Somabar_” and entering your machine ID after the “_” marker
(e.g., “Somabar_1A2B”).

Once your Somabar machine’s ID populates  
(i.e., Somabar_####), tap “Go”. 2
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Connect to your Somabar machine

When prompted for your account password, for your first login use the 
password provided by (i) your Somabar account manager or (ii) your 
Somabar introductory email. You may change your password any time in 
the Somabar app through “Settings” > “Account” > “Update Password”.

Tap “CONNECT TO SOMABAR” and follow the instructions in your
Somabar app to connect to your Somabar.3
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Fill the water reservoir

Use a pitcher of water to fill your Somabar’s fresh water tank. 
Do not to pour above the fresh water tank “max” line. 1

On the Somabar app home screen, you will notice 
the “Fresh Water” indicator dot go from red to green when filled.2
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Fill your SomaPods

Unscrew the bottom cap of your SomaPods.1

Thoroughly wash all your SomaPods prior to filling and ensure the round 
black rubber gaskets inside the bottom screw-caps are firmly in place as
these gaskets can become dislodged after repeated use and washings.

Fill your SomaPods with your selected liquid ingredients.2

NOTICE
Never put highly viscous or “thick” liquids (such as honey or molasses) or
ingredients with solids (such as juice with pulp) in your SomaPods or Somabar, as 
doing so will irreparably damage your Somabar machine.
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Insert your SomaPods

Insert your SomaPods on your Somabar machine by placing 
them firmly on each of the six (6) external SomaPod seats. 
The smaller 150ml bitters SomaPod is placed inside your 
Somabar’s front lid.

1

When seated properly your SomaPods will stay firmly in position.
Your SomaPods do not click or otherwise mechanically lock into place.

It is normal for your SomaPods to drip when installing and 
removing them from your Somabar machine.

Only a minor amount of force is required to remove your SomaPods by 
pulling them gently up and away from your Somabar machine.
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(If not pre-identified) Identify the ingredients 
in your SomaPods on your iPad app

On your iPad, tap the circle that corresponds to the location of 
the SomaPod you wish to identify.1

Text search or scroll through the ingredients list and 
tap on the desired ingredient name to tag your SomaPods as 
containing such ingredient. Repeat for all SomaPods.

2

It may take up to 10 seconds for a SomaPod to be tagged and the  
selected ingredient to appear on your Somabar app “Home” screen.
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Identify the ingredients in your
SomaPods on your iPad app

You can re-tag your SomaPods any time by repeating the
previously outlined process.3

It may take up to 10 seconds for your SomaPods to be identified in the 
app after being installed on your Somabar machine.

The tagging procedure will only work if your SomaPod is installed 
properly and firmly seated on your Somabar machine.
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Identify the ingredient in your small
bitters SomaPod on your iPad app

On the “Home” screen of your Somabar app, tap on the circle 
displayed at the center of the image of your Somabar machine’s lid 
following the installation (or removal) of your bitters SomaPod.

1

Select “Set Pod Value” and then text search or scroll through 
the ingredients list. Tap on the desired ingredient to identify the 
contents of your bitters SomaPod, or select the “x” next to the 
currently selected ingredient to indicate the removal of your bitters  
SomaPod.

2

Installation and use of your small bitters SomaPod is optional, and is 
generally only used when adding small ingredient “dashes” to your cocktail.
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Identify the ingredient in your small
bitters SomaPod on your iPad app

Re-identify the contents of your bitters SomaPod in your
Somabar app every time you change the ingredient or remove
the bitters SomaPod per the previously outlined process.

The bitters SomaPod ingredient must be identified and input manually via 
the Somabar app, and will remain identified until manually changed or re-
moved through the Somabar app (in the manner described over the last few 
pages). The bitters SomaPod seat does NOT read SomaPod tags, and the 
bitters identification process must be completed manually upon each bitters 
ingredient change or removal.

When tapping on the bitters SomaPod circle, you will also be provided
with options such as “Prime Bitters Pod” and “Clean Bitters Line”.

“Prime Bitters Pod” will prime the bitters line with your installed bitters
SomaPod ingredient so it will be immediately available for drink usage.

“Clean Bitters Line” will draw liquid from your bitters SomaPod seat to
clean the bitters line and must be done manually. A bitters line flush is
NOT part of the automated “Full System Clean” cycle. Ensure that the
SomaPod installed on the bitters seat is full of warm, clean water prior
to starting a “Clean Bitters Line” cycle.

3
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Prepare your glass

Fill a glass with ice.1

Place the glass in the dispensing chamber.2

The dispensing chamber accommodates glasses and receptacles up
to 6.5 inches tall with the drip tray installed.
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Make a drink

Tap the Menu Button at the bottom-left of your Somabar app and 
your Menu will appear. Drinks ready for immediate service are in full 
color (vs. greyed) based upon the SomaPods/ingredients installed.

1

From your Menu screen, select your drink by tapping on its image, and 
then tapping again on the “Make Drink” button to begin the mixology 
and pouring process.

2
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Enjoy your drink

CHEERS!

You have taken your first step
to becoming a master mixologist.

Experiment with different ingredients and recipes
to discover and create new, exciting,  

and delicious cocktails with Somabar.



Required “End of Day” Somabar 
Full System Cleaning Procedure 

Somabar’s full system cleaning procedure is required at the end of each day’s service to properly clean and 
maintain your Somabar system. Moreover, full system cleaning will help optimize the performance and 
longevity of your Somabar system.  There will be prompts on your control tablet (e.g., iPad) to walk you 
through the cleaning procedure and you may also use this guide as a reference. A video tutorial is also 
available on YouTube by clicking here. 

What you will need: 
➔ fresh hot (not boiling) water
➔ 750ml Cleaning SomaPod®
➔ Somabar approved cleaning solution (such a Urnex CAFIZA)
➔ ½ tsp scooper

Steps to complete your Somabar full system cleaning: 

1. Tap ‘Full System Cleaning’ 2. Tap the ‘START’ button

v482020 

https://youtu.be/ts-E9cwwb9w
https://www.amazon.com/Urnex-Espresso-Machine-Cleaning-Powder/dp/B001418KNS
Chris Home
Rectangle



3. Fill the Fresh Water tank with clean water;
Tap 'Done'

4. Empty the Waste Water tank;
Tap 'Done'

5. Remove all SomaPods from the machine;
Tap 'Done'

6. Fill your Cleaning SomaPod with a mixture
of hot (not boiling) water and a Somabar
approved cleaning agent; Tap 'Done'

v482020 



7. Place an empty 16 oz cup under the
dispenser in the dispensing area;
Tap 'Done'; Wait 10 seconds for rinse

8. Insert Cleaning SomaPod into Position 1 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

9. Move Cleaning SomaPod into Position 2 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

10. Move Cleaning SomaPod into Position 3 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

v482020 



11. Tap 'Continue' 12. Empty the Waste Water Tank; Tap 'Done'

13. Refill your Cleaning SomaPod with a mixture
of hot (not boiling) water and a Somabar
approved cleaning agent; Tap 'Done'

14. Move the Cleaning SomaPod into Position 4
to continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

v482020 



15. Move Cleaning SomaPod into Position 4 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

16. Move Cleaning SomaPod into Position 5 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

17. Move Cleaning SomaPod into Position 6 to
continue; Wait 20 seconds for cleaning

18. Tap 'Continue'

v482020 



19. Empty the Waste Water tank; Tap 'Done' 20. Remove all SomaPods (including the
Cleaning SomaPod) from the machine;
Tap 'Done'

21. Empty your 16 oz glass & put it back under
the drink dispensing area; Tap 'Done'

22. Wait >1 minute for the final rinse

v482020 



23. Empty the Waste Water tank;
Tap “FINISH” and Cleaning is complete!

v482020 
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Cleaning and maintenance

About your SomaPods
SomaPods are dishwasher safe. 
Simply unscrew the bottom cap and place both pieces in the dishwasher.

You can also unscrew the top cap for washing by twisting the metal cap to 
align the grooves and indentations, and then gently but firmly pull out. 

Ensure that the round black rubber gaskets in your SomaPod bottom 
screw-caps are not lost or dislodged during washing or long-term use. 
Removal or improper installation of such gaskets will cause your SomaPods 
to leak.

When SomaPods are not in use, always store them upright just as they 
are to be seated in your Somabar machine . You may keep your
SomaPods chilled by storing them in your refrigerator.

Quick Cleaning your Somabar (Internal Flush)
You can perform a "Quick Cleaning" of your Somabar machine under the 
“Full System Cleaning” option, however, this is NOT a substitute for the 
required "end-of-day" full system clean detailed above.

From the “Home” screen in your Somabar app,
tap “Full System Cleaning” at the bottom of the screen.1
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Cleaning and maintenance

Fill the fresh water tank
to the“max” line.2

Remove and empty the 
waste water tank and reinstall.

Remove all SomaPods.

3

4
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Cleaning and maintenance

Once the prior steps are complete, check the confirmation boxes on 
the quick cleaning screen and press “Begin Cleaning”.
A countdown timer will appear displaying the time remaining before 
completion of the cleaning cycle.

5

Cleaning your bitters line.
If using bitters in your Somabar, your bitters line will need frequent 
cleaning. To clean, insert any SomaPod filled with warm, clean 
water on the bitters seat found under the front lid of your Somabar.  
Once ready, tap on “Full System Cleaning”, then tap on the “+” at 
the top right corner of your screen and select “Clean Bitters Line”. 

6
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Cleaning and maintenance
Purging the mixing well.
If any fluids accumulate in the mixing well of your Somabar, you can 
flush it out by tapping on “Full System Cleaning”, then tapping on 
the “+” at the top right corner of your screen and selecting “Purge 
Mixing Well.”

7

Cleaning Your Somabar (external body)
To keep your Somabar shiny and clean, use a damp cloth to wipe 
down the surface of your Somabar. Regularly wipe your SomaPod 
connection seats as they may accumulate drippage from your  
SomaPods. Empty and wipe the drain tray and the dispensing 
chamber regularly.

 
 

8

Do not use paper towels to clean Somabar, especially around your 
SomaPod connection seats. Paper towels can tear into pieces that could 
get sucked into your Somabar’s pumps, irreparably damaging the machine.
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Troubleshooting

It is normal for your SomaPods to occasionally drip.1

When washing your SomaPods, the round black rubber gaskets in 
the bottom screw-cap may come loose. Always check that these 
gaskets are firmly in place before using your SomaPods.

2

Make sure the float sensor and sealing gasket are secured 
horizontally in place inside your fresh-water tank and waste-
water tank.

3
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Troubleshooting

Unplug your Somabar machine from the power outlet.

Wait 15 seconds.

Plug your Somabar back into the outlet and 
wait for the lights to stop flashing (~1 minute)

Follow the steps on page 6
to reconnect your iPad to your Somabar.

Resetting Your Somabar.
If you are experiencing an issue with your Somabar machine, run a 
power cycle to reset and reboot your system as follows:

4
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Settings

Display Light
Control the display light above the dispensing chamber by tapping 
on the “Display Light” On/Off toggle in the “Settings” screen of your
Somabar app.

Group Pod Priming
In the “Settings” screen of your Somabar app, when “Group Pod 
Priming” On/Off toggle is “Off”, SomaPods will be primed as soon as 
they are installed. When “Group Pod Priming” toggle is “On”, your 
SomaPods will not be primed until the first time “Make a Drink” is 
selected as to any unprimed SomaPods.

Saftey Precautions (continued): 
 
Avoid risk of fatal electric shock and fire
• In case of an emergency: immediately remove the plug from the power socket.
• Only plug the appliance into suitable, easily accessible, grounded electrical connections. 
Make sure that the voltage of the power source is the same as that specified on the rating 
plate. The use of an incorrect connection voids any warranty. The appliance must only be 
connected after installation.
• Do not pull the cord over sharp edges, clamp it or allow it to hang down.
• Keep the cord away from hot and/or wet conditions.
• If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent 
or similarly qualified persons, in order to avoid all risks.
• If the cord is damaged, do not operate the appliance.
• Return the appliance to Somabar or to a Somabar authorized representative.
• If an extension cord is required, use only an grounded cord with a conductor cross-sec-
tion of at least that matching the input power cord.
• To avoid hazardous damage, never place the appliance on or beside hot surfaces such 
as radiators, stoves, ovens, gas burners, open flame, or similar.
• Always place it on a horizontal, stable and even surface. The surface must
be resistant to heat and fluids, like water, alcohol, juice, descaler or similar.
• Disconnect the appliance from the main electrical supply when not in use for a long time 
period. Disconnect by pulling out the plug and not by pulling the cord itself or the cord may 
become damaged.
• Before cleaning and servicing, unplug from the main electrical socket.
• Never touch the power cord with wet hands.
• Never immerse the appliance in water or other liquid.
• Never put the appliance itself in a dishwasher. However, SomaPods are diswasher-safe 
if cleaned as instructed in this guide. 
• Electricity and water together is dangerous and can lead to fatal electrical shocks.
• Do not open the appliance. Hazardous voltage inside.
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• Do not put anything into any openings unless as expressly instructed in this guide. Doing 
so may cause fire or electrical shock.
 
Avoid possible harm when operating the appliance.
• Never leave the appliance unattended during operation.
• Do not use the appliance if it is damaged or not operating perfectly. Immediately remove 
the plug from the power socket. Contact Somabar or a Somabar authorized representative 
for examination, repair or adjustment.
• A damaged appliance can cause electrical shocks, burns and fire.
• Always completely close the appliance lid and never lift it during operation as foreign 
objects can enter the machine.
• Do not put boiling liquids into the appliance or any of the SomaPods, as such could result in 
personal injury and scalding as well as irreparably damage the appliance.
• Do not put fingers inside the appliance unless as expressly instructed. Danger of injury.
• Never use a damaged or deformed SomaPod on the appliance.
• Always fill the clean water tank with cold, fresh drinkable water.
• Empty the fresh-water and wate-water tanks if the appliance will not be used for an 
extended time.
• Replace water in the fresh-water tank when the appliance is not operated for an  
extended time.
• Do not use the appliance without the drip tray and drip grid to avoid spilling liquids on 
surrounding surfaces.
• Do not use any strong cleaning agent or solvent cleaner. Use a damp cloth
and mild cleaning agent to clean the surface of the appliance.
• To clean machine, use only clean cloths and other clean and sanitary cleaning tools.
• When unpacking the machine, remove the plastic film and dispose.
• This appliance is designed for SomaBar SomaPods available exclusively through Som-
abar or your Somabar authorized representative. 
• All Somabar appliances pass stringent controls. Reliability tests under practical condi-
tions are performed randomly on selected units. This can show traces of any previous use.
• Somabar reserves the right to change instructions without prior notice.
  
CAUTION: to prevent damage to the appliance do not use alkaline cleaning agents when 
cleaning, use only a soft cloth and a mild detergent.
 

For more information, please visit our app and website for FAQs 
or contact us directly.

Website:
www.somabar.com
 
Email address: 
support@somabar.com

Phone Number: 
(323) 421-7721
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